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Abstract
Cloud storage auditing schemes for shared data refer to checking the integrity of cloud data shared by a
group of users. User revocation is commonly supported in such schemes ,as users may be subject to group
membership changes for various reasons. Thus, how to reduce the computational overhead caused by user
revocations becomes a key research challenge for achieving practical cloud data auditing. In this paper, we
propose a novel storage auditing scheme that achieves highly-efficient user revocation independent of the
total number of file blocks possessed by the revoked user in the cloud. This is achieved by exploring a novel
strategy for key generation and a new private key update technique. Using this strategy and the technique,
we realize user revocation by just updating the non revoked group users’ private keys rather than
authenticators of the revoked user. The integrity auditing of the revoked user’s data can still be correctly
performed when the authenticators are not updated. The security and efficiency of the proposed scheme are
validated via both analysis and experimental results.

1.

Introduction

Cloud computing is regarded as such a computing paradigm in which resources in the computing
infrastructure are provided as services over the Internet. The cloud computing benefits individual users and
enterprises with convenient access, increased operational efficiencies and rich storage resources by
combining a set of existing and new techniques from research areas such as service-oriented architectures
and virtualization. Although the great benefits brought by cloud computing are exciting for users, security
problems may somehow impede its quick development. Currently, more and more users would outsource
their data to cloud service provider (CSP) for sharing. These security matters existing in public cloud
motivate the requirement to appropriately keep data confidential. Several schemes exploiting cryptographic
mechanisms to settle the security problems have been proposed. The data owners could broadcast their
encrypted data to a group of receivers at one time and the public key of the user can be regarded as email,
unique id and username. Hence, by using an identity, data owner can share data with other group users in a
convenient and secure manner.
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Data sharing is the important service in the cloud. In data sharing service user share the data with group of
user. User does not have physical control when the data is in cloud. Any mistake can cause loss of data. To
check integrity of data some scheme is used, when user cheat or leaves the group, the user should be revoked
from group. Therefore user revocation is important in cloud storage. The cloud data owner uses his private
key to generate signature for file blocks. When user is removed the user private key should also be removed
.In previous scheme all signatures generated should get transfer to non-revoked user. In such case the nonrevoked user download all revoked user block resign and upload new one. This cause lots of computation of
resources. Once user is removed from group, there is lots of burden of user revocation for large cloud. The
situation will be more difficult when membership changes frequently.
The data sharing is one of the most widely used services that the cloud storage provides. With data sharing
service, users can share their data in the cloud with a group of users, and reduce the burden of local data
storage. Users, however, will lose the physical control over their data when they share them in the cloud.
.Any error (the carelessness of human or the failure of hardware/software) might cause loss or damage to the
data . In order to check the data integrity, some cloud storage auditing schemes for shared data are proposed
.When a group user misbehaves or leaves the group, the user should be revoked from the group. Therefore,
user revocation is a common realistic necessity in cloud storage auditing for shared data.
In cloud storage auditing schemes, the data owner needs to use his/her private key to generate authenticators
(signatures) for file blocks. These authenticators are used to prove that the cloud truly possesses these file
blocks. When a user is revoked, the user’s private key should also be revoked. For traditional cloud storage
auditing schemes for share data all of authenticators generated by the revoked user should be transformed
into the authenticators of one designated non -revoked group user. In this case, this non-revoked group user
needs to download all of revoked user’s blocks, re-sign these blocks, and upload new authenticators to the
cloud. Obviously, it costs huge amount of computation resource and communication resource due to the
large size of shared data in the cloud. In order to solve this problem, recently, some auditing schemes for
shared data with user revocation have been proposed. When a user is revoked, the cloud will transform the
authenticators of the revoked user’s blocks into the authenticators of one non-revoked group user
corresponding to these blocks, with a re-signing key.
The computation overhead of user revocation is still linear with the total number of file blocks stored by the
revoked user in the cloud. Although this method relieves the burden on the non-revoked group user, it
transfers the burden to the cloud. There was over 1 byte of data stored in the cloud. In reality, people might
share extensive amount of file blocks with others on the cloud. Once a user is revoked from the group, the
burden of user revocation might be huge, even for the computationally powerful cloud. The matter will be
even worse when the membership of the group frequently alters. Therefore, how to design a cloud storage
auditing scheme for shared data supporting real efficient user revocation is very worthwhile.
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2.

Proposed System

In existing approaches, when group users are revoked, the authenticators of revoked users’ blocks will be
transformed into those of some designated non-revoked group user to make the cloud storage auditing still
work. It will incur huge computation overhead because the number of revoked users’ blocks is usually
enormous in big data storage scenario. Our basic idea of solving this problem is to update the non-revoked
group users’ private keys rather than update authenticators for realizing user revocation. One challenge we
face is how to achieve the integrity checking of the revoked user’s data under the condition that the revoked
user’s authenticators are not updated. In addition, we need to be able to detect and refuse the uploading
request from the revoked user once he/she is revoked.
We propose a secure multi-owner data sharing scheme. It implies that any user in the group can securely
share data with others by the untrusted cloud. Our proposed scheme is able to support dynamic groups
efficiently. Specifically, new granted users can directly decrypt data files uploaded before their participation
without contacting with data owners. User revocation can be easily achieved through a novel revocation list
without updating the secret keys of the remaining users. The size and computation overhead of encryption
are constant and independent with the number of revoked users.
We provide secure and privacy-preserving access control to users, which guarantees any member in a group
to anonymously utilize the cloud resource. Moreover, the real identities of data owners can be revealed by
the group manager when disputes occur. We provide rigorous security analysis, and perform extensive
Remote Access to demonstrate the efficiency of our scheme in terms of storage and computation overhead.

2.1 .Architecture Diagram
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The system model in our scheme includes five entities: the group user, the group manager, the cloud, the
Private Key Generator (PKG), and the Third Party Auditor (TPA).
(1) Group user: There are multiple group users in a group. Each group user can share data with others
through the cloud storage. Group users can join or leave the group. The legal group users are honest and will
not leak any private information to others.
(2) Group manager: The group manager is a powerful entity. It can be viewed as an administrator of the
group. When a user leaves the group, the manager is in charge of revoking this user. The revoked user
cannot upload data to the cloud any more.
(3) Cloud: The cloud provides enormous storage space and computing resources for group users. Through
the cloud storage, group users can enjoy the data sharing service.
(4) PKG: The PKG is trusted by other entities. It is in charge of generating system public parameters and the
identity key of the group according to the group’s identity (ID).
(5) TPA: The TPA is responsible for auditing the integrity of cloud data on behalf of group users. When the
TPA wants to audit the data integrity, it will send an auditing challenge to the cloud. After receiving the
auditing challenge, the cloud will respond to the TPA with a proof of data possession.
Finally, the TPA will verify the data integrity by checking the correctness of the proof. The TPA is a
powerful party and it is honest.
In our system model, the shared data belong to the dynamic group composed of non-revoked users.
Everyone in this dynamic group can upload data and share them with other group users. When a user is
revoked, these data uploaded by it are still shared by the dynamic group.
The owner of these data still are this group. However, the revoked user would not be able to upload data and
the corresponding authenticators to the cloud any more.

2.2. Working Model Generating Keys
In this module owner alone can have access to generate keys to their group useThere will be different group
owners, for their users he/she need to generate group key an secretkey to their users in their group. Once
owner generated keys it will send to user’s registered mobile numbers.

File Uploading
In this module, uploading of files will be done, while uploading file they need to enter the group key which
they received from group owner once they registered. They can upload file only when the group key is valid
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otherwise they can’t upload file. Additionally they need to set encrypt key to the file for security purpose
and they need to select sharing option in this module

File Downloading
In this module downloading of files will be processed, while downloading file they need to enter the book id
and get corresponding decrypt key to their registered mobile number and they need to enter both the group
key and decrypt key for downloading file, it will be downloaded only when the keys are valid.

Sharing of Files
In this module common shared files will be listed, any group users can download files from these modules.
Once they downloading they need to enter verification code and secret key which they received in their
registered mobile number. Files will be downloaded only when their entered values are valid.

3.

Result
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4.

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an identity-based cloud storage auditing scheme for shared data, which supports
real efficient user revocation. In our scheme, the cloud or the non-revoked user does not need to re-sign any
file blocks of the revoked user. The overhead of user revocation in our scheme is fully independent of the
number of the revoked user’s blocks. Security proof and experimental results show that our proposed
scheme is secure and efficient.
A new public auditing mechanism for the shared data with an efficient user revocation in the cloud are been
concluded when a user in the group is revoked, it allows the semi-trusted cloud to re-sign blocks that were
signed by the revoked user with proxy re-signatures. Thus the cloud can improve the efficiency of user
revocation, and existing users in this group can save a lot of their computation and communication resources
during the user revocation
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